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Abstract: In this paper, the advantages of shaping a non-conventional triple collocation-based
calibration of a wave propagation model is pointed out. Illustrated through a case study in the
Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay (central Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy), a multi-comparison between numerical data
and direct measurements have been carried out. The nearshore wave propagation model output
has been compared with measurements from an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) and
an innovative low-cost drifter-derived GPS-based wave buoy located outside the bay. The triple
collocation—buoy, ADCP and virtual numerical point—make possible an implicit validation between
instrumentations and between instrumentation and numerical model. The procedure presented here
advocates for an alternative “two-step” strategy. Indeed, the triple collocation technique has been
used solely to provide a first “rough” calibration of one numerical domain in which the input open
boundary has been placed, so that the main wave direction is orthogonally aligned. The need for a
fast and sufficiently accurate estimation of wave model parameters (first step) and then an ensemble
of five different offshore boundary orientations have been considered, referencing for a more detailed
calibration to a short time series of a GPS-buoy installed in the study area (second step). Such a
stage involves the introduction of an enhancement factor for the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) dataset, used as input for the model. Finally, validation of the final
model’s predictions has been carried out by comparing ADCP measurements in the bay. Despite
some limitations, the results reveal that the approach is promising and an excellent correlation can be
found, especially in terms of significant wave height.

Keywords: wave numerical model; directional wave spectra drifter (DWSD); ADCP; GPS wave buoy;
triple collocation; Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations and Perspective

Many coastal engineering applications require robust estimates of the “design sea state” with
a certain return period, and incorrect estimates can have dramatic effects on the flood risk analysis
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or on the structural design of maritime structures. Therefore, trustworthy and robust wave datasets
are required [1,2]. In the last few decades, satellite observations and meteorological reanalysis
have resulted in considerable improvements in weather and wave climate forecasting. Their use
is gradually increasing, a day at a time. Moreover, in Italy, where there is a long history of wave
measurement [3], datasets such as those provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) [4] have become widely used to improve/substitute the dataset provided by the
Italian Wave Buoy Network. The reasons can be addressed as:

• the presence of some missing values (the percentage of missing data can severely reduce the
representativeness of the sample and disturb the conclusions drawn from the dataset) [5];

• the spatial resolution, the Italian Wave Network (IWN) consisting of only 15 stations positioned
along the more than 7000 km of Italian coasts [6];

• the temporal window, since the oldest buoy of the IWN in operation from 1989 until 2014 [1,7].

As result, nowadays, ECMWF, which covers the period from 1 January 1979 onward and
continuously extends forward in near real time, is assumed as the only source for wave climate
assessment [8–14]. Several papers have discussed how to validate hindcast data (e.g., [15–24]).
For coastal engineers and marine scientists, it is important to take into account the tendency to
underestimate significant wave height values during severe storm conditions performed by the
ECMWF dataset, as evidenced in several studies [6,8,25–35]. Biased estimates of wave heights will
affect [36,37] both long-term return level estimates for extreme wave analysis and the short/medium time
wave climate in nearshore areas, resulting from the wave model being forced with a hindcast dataset.

The detailed validation of the ECMWF hindcast model and coastal propagation model are beyond
the scope of the present paper. The goals of this study are to:

• perform a comparison of different calibration stages based on the triple collocation method [38–49]
and on the use of multiple numerical geographical domains with different orientations;

• highlight the discrepancies and errors in the use of different sources of wave data for both offshore
and nearshore wave climate analysis from the perspective of coastal engineering measures and
especially in the assessment of non-extreme wave conditions.

The latter are of particular importance for the study site, the Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay, because it
represents one of the most polluted areas in the world but is nestled between two marine protected
areas (the Gaiola and the Baia marine protected areas). This large bay at the north-western end of the
Gulf of Naples (Tyrrhenian Sea) is included within the contaminated Sites of National Interest (SIN)
for the high levels of environmental contamination by heavy industrial activities by the Ilva, Eternit,
Cementir and Federconsorzi industrial factories and plants [50,51]. Due to the limited exchange of
water, the accumulation of pollutants poses major concerns for human and environmental health [52].
In 2015, the Italian central government took over the planning competences over the area. By the
end of 2015, the remediation of soil surfaces and the marine area has not yet been completed. In the
former industrial area, most of the buildings have been demolished, while the surface and subsoil
have been remediated by only 50%. In the southern portion of the area, which hosted the asbestos
industry, only 30% of the remediation has been completed [53]. In the period of 2016–2018, researchers
collected updated information to develop the next phase of the restoration project. This research
phase was granted by the ABBaCo project (“Sperimentazioni pilota finalizzate a restauro Ambientale e
Balneabilità del SIN Bagnoli-Coroglio”) [54,55], in which the present study takes form.

In addition to wave data for both littoral drift/shoreline modeling, future wave climate assessment
should include other detailed eco-hydraulic analyses in order to respond to the nascent requests of
marine biologists and ecologists (e.g., the coupled turbulence-dissolved oxygen dynamics modeling
and forecasting, [56]; projected changes in wave climate [57,58], nearshore velocity field and related
dynamics of deep chlorophyll [59–63], habitat mapping purposes [64–68] and ecosystem-based coastal
defence [69–73]). Therefore, results from a high-resolution coastal propagation model have been
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compared with the in situ measurements of an innovative economical GPS-based wave buoy and
with an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) in order to calibrate the numerical model itself.
The measurements have been carried out by placing the pair of instruments very close to each other.
In particular, a wave buoy called the directional wave spectra drifter, (DWSD) designed and fabricated
by the Lagrangian Drifter Laboratory (LDL) of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) [74],
is examined, exploring its significant potential use in a low-cost drifter for measuring waves in
coastal areas.

1.2. Approach and Challenges

The triple collocation—DWSD buoy, ADCP and virtual numerical point—makes possible an
implicit validation between instrumentations and between instrumentation and numerical model.
Considering the recent depletion of the IWN, as well as in all of Europe, mainly due to the high costs
of maintenance of the traditional wave buoy systems, the opportunity to develop cost-effective and
sustainable technologies to monitor waves is of strong interest to researchers and engineers. In the last
decade, global positioning system (GPS) technology has been introduced in wave buoys as a cheaper
alternative to traditional instruments which mainly utilized accelerometers to measure the pitch, heave
and roll of the buoy [75–80].

Technological advancements of the GPS receivers have helped the development of reliable
GPS-tracked wave buoys, which are currently gradually complementing conventional sensor-based
wave buoys, offering the same high-quality data as traditional, well-established, accelerometer-based
buoys such as the Datawell directional wave-rider buoys [81–93]. GPS technology has also been largely
adopted in the development of surface drifters that track the world ocean surface circulation [86–88],
while other authors [89–91] have recently proposed that the GPS drifter is particularly suited for
nearshore or surf-zone applications. The use of a GPS receiver, as opposed to an autonomous
instrument package, results not only in considerable cost saving but it enables also the development of
smaller buoys, which can be easily transported, deployed and handled from a small boat. This wave
buoy has been developed, moving on from the experience acquired from the Global Drifter Program
(GDP) [86–89]. Its small size (40-cm diameter) also has the advantage of coping with a higher wave
frequency, extending the range of measurement [93].

The idea to have multiple lines of evidence agree has always fascinated climate scientists and
ocean modelers, and a cluster of wave buoys goes right in that direction. Therefore, this work describes
an experience of a calibration procedure in which multiple numerical simulations, called ensembles,
are calibrated by means of the DSWD buoy.

The method presented in this work allows an enclosing calibration procedure to be a building
block in a single two-step approach. The triple collocation technique (applied in a point outside the
study area) has been used solely to provide a first “rough” calibration. Having this fast calibration
(first step), then (second step) the tuning of wave parameters in the numerical model, is refined
by an ensemble of five numerical domains running in different wave sectors, in which time series
are compared with another DWSD buoy located within the study site. Finally, we demonstrate the
method via direct comparison with the wave time series measured by an ADCP installed in the bay.
The final dataset obtained from the calibrated model has been used to describe the local wave climate.
Quali-quantitative considerations from the whole historical dataset are drawn. The results suggest
that the numerical model’s calibrations, based on short-term wave buoy measurements, can be easily
applied in different areas where detailed wave data are not available.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section provides detailed information on the hindcast
model and the instruments used at the study site, as well as a description of the numerical model and
the underpinning assumptions that were used to carried out the calibration. In Section 3, the validation
results of the DSWD buoy against the ADCP are reported. Moreover, the final dataset obtained from
the calibrated model has been used to describe the local annual wave climate. Sources of uncertainty,
relevant shortcomings and contradictions between the calibrated and uncalibrated numerical model are
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also highlighted. Section 4 is devoted to an overall discussion, with remarks on the future perspective.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2. Wave Data and Methodology

2.1. Offshore Wave Dataset

The present work has been based on two sources of offshore wave data: wave buoy records and
hindcast data. The first have been supplied by pitch-roll type directional buoys operating offshore in
Ponza (central Tyrrhenian Sea). The records are available from 1 July 1989 [94,95], as a part of the IWN.
From 1989 to about 2002, the wave buoys collected 30 min of wave measurements every 3 h, but when
in the presence of wave heights greater than 1.5 m, the measurements were continuous. From 2002
to 31 December 2014, the wave measurements were always continuous and the wave characteristic
parameters refer to 30-min time intervals. In any case, the dataset comprises the spectrum zero-moment
wave height (Hm0), the mean wave period (Tm) and the mean wave direction (θ).

A gross stochastic error detection phase has been applied. The data processing has firstly regarded
the missing data problem. Missing values reduce the representativeness of the sample and they can
severely disturb the conclusions drawn from the data. For Ponza buoys, about 10% missing data,
covering about 20 years of observation, have been detected. In order to get a conservative estimation
in case of a lack in the time series, missing data or values of wave height of less than 0.2 m for several
hours have been considered as errors and removed. However, to test the sensitivity of the results, Hm0
= 1 m and 2 m have also been used. This analysis has shown that the estimated wave energy flux does
not differ substantially (i.e., less than 12%) if wave heights of 1 m or 2 m are used to fill the missing data.
Therefore, by considering missing data, unrealistic calm conditions and spikes, of the approximately
126 thousand available data of the whole dataset, only 96,879 values were considered useful.

In addition to these buoy records, the dataset was compared/complemented with the ECMWF
dataset [4], in which historical observational data spanning an extended period are implemented
through a single consistent analysis in forecast models. The ECMWF dataset is composed of a coupled
ocean atmosphere and a general circulation model, i.e., an atmospheric reanalysis coupled with a wave
model integration where no wave parameters are assimilated, making the wave part a hindcast run.

The dataset used is termed ERA-Interim, continuously updated in real time. Significant wave
height (Hm0), mean period (Tm) and mean direction (θ), ranging from January 1979 to December 2018,
were extracted from the ERA-Interim archive, available for download online [46].

The ECMWF internal WAve Model (WAM) covers the Mediterranean Sea by a base model grid
with a resolution of 0.75◦ × 0.75◦. ERA-Interim and WAM products are publicly available on the
ECMWF Data Server. The WAM provides wave characteristics assimilated every 6 h. Here, 12 grid
points (E1–E12) were considered. The geographical coordinates and distance from the seabed of all
offshore points that are of interest to the present study are shown in Table 1. The position of point O,
as representative of the “offshore” of Gulf of Naples, and of point W (offshore Pozzuoli’s Gulf), are
also reported. Geographical information is graphically represented in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Geographical information of ECMWF grid points E1–E12, Ponza wave buoy and reference
point O (offshore of the Gulf of Naples) and point W (offshore Pozzuoli’s Gulf).

Point Latitude Longitude Depth

E1 41.25 N 12.75 E 122
E2 40.50 N 12.75 E 3601
E3 40.50 N 13.50 E 1688
E4 40.50 N 14.25 E 1017
E5 39.75 N 12.75 E 3591
E6 39.75 N 13.50 E 3072
E7 39.75 N 14.25 E 2377
E8 39.75 N 15.00 E 1755
E9 39.00 N 12.75 E 3020

E10 39.00 N 13.50 E 3179
E11 39.00 N 14.25 E 3438
E12 39.00 N 15.00 E 2781

Ponza buoy 40◦52′0.10” N 12◦57′0.00” E 100
O 40◦29′45.06” N 13◦47′46.70” E 1037
W 40◦45′56.49” N 14◦ 7′41.22” E 100Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 33 

 

 
Figure 1. Map of mid-Tyrrhenian Sea, showing the location of the Ponza wave buoy, European Centre 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) grid points E1–E12 and reference point O (offshore 
of the Gulf of Naples) and point W (offshore Pozzuoli’s Gulf). 
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Figure 1. Map of mid-Tyrrhenian Sea, showing the location of the Ponza wave buoy, European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) grid points E1–E12 and reference point O (offshore of
the Gulf of Naples) and point W (offshore Pozzuoli’s Gulf).
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2.1.1. Comparison of Offshore Wave Data

The assessment of the whole dataset available for the Ponza wave buoy and for ECMWF time
(point E3) is graphically represented with polar diagrams assembled in Figure 2. The wave dataset
obtained from the Ponza wave buoy by means of the “geographic transposition of wave gauge data”
to point O is also reported. The geographic transposition has been applied according to the method
originally formulated by Contini and De Girolamo [96].
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The method is based on the following hypotheses:

(a) the wind speed and direction are the same at both real and “virtual” (transposed) stations;
(b) the extent of the wave generation region can be described by the effective fetches [97];
(c) the wind blows over the fetch long enough to assume that wave conditions are independent of

the wind duration (fetch-limited conditions);
(d) both real and virtual stations are in deep water.
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Under the above conditions, the spectral significant wave height Hm0 and the peak period Tm can
be estimated using the Sverdruv Munk Bretschneider (SMB) method [98]:

g×Hm0

U2
A

= 1.6× 10−3
×

∣∣∣∣∣ g× F
UA

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
2

(1)

g× Tm

U2
A

= 2.857× 10−1
×

∣∣∣∣∣ g× F
UA

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
3

(2)

where g is the gravity acceleration, UA represents the wind-stress factor and F is the effective fetch.
Equations (1) and (2) can be written at real and virtual sites and, under the assumption that wind

conditions are the same for both stations, the following equations can be derived:

Hm0,V

Hm0,R
=

∣∣∣∣∣FV

FR

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
2
= KH (3)

Tm,V

Tm,R
=

∣∣∣∣∣FV

FR

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
2
= KT (4)

where the subscripts R and V denote the variables referring to the real and virtual station, respectively.
The “transposition coefficients” KH and KT allow us to calculate from the real wave buoy records

the transposed wave gauge dataset at the virtual station. For the sake of completeness, the virtual
station O was selected between the ECMWF grid points E3 and E4 before the hindcast data analysis.
In this way, once we selected the best ECMWF reference point from one of the two points, a sufficient
comparison with the transposed dataset was ensured. More than 65% of the annual wave energy comes
from the sector 220◦–280◦, in accordance with the long fetch facing the Gulf and with the mesoscale
climate conditions, with swells approaching from distant storms coming from the NW sector of the
Mediterranean Sea.

The comparison between the ECMWF dataset and buoy records (both real and transposed) shows
some differences. In particular, the rate of waves coming from the east is significantly reduced. Then,
the lowest values of energy in the ECMWF points are noticeable, particularly in the highest power
class. It can be seen that the average wave power moves from 3.85 kW/m computed at the Ponza wave
buoy (4.73 kW/m for point O) to 2.19 kW/m at point E3 (Table 2).

Table 2. Main wave climate parameters (based on the whole datasets) at Ponza wave buoy, point O
and ECMWF grid point E3.

Dataset
Hs,mean Hs,max σH Tp, mean Tp, mean σT θm σθ P,mean

(m) (m) (m) (s) (s) (s) (◦) (◦) (kW/m)

Ponza
buoy 0.89 7.9 0.71 5.49 33.33 2.34 215.92 70.95 3.85

Point O 0.92 9.46 0.79 5.63 38.16 2.49 215.92 70.95 4.73
E3 0.65 6.133 0.53 5.07 11.54 1.44 222.62 76.51 2.19

Moreover, Table 3 shows the average differences between the measurements carried out by the
buoy (at Ponza and after transposition at point O, respectively) and the hindcast data. Such values
of Hs,PONZA BUOY / Hs,ECMWF and Hs,POINT O / Hs,ECMWF are organized by wave class (in terms of
Hs ranges).
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Table 3. Average differences between the buoy records (at Ponza and transposed at point O, respectively)
and ECMWF hindcast data for point E3.

Hs
(m)

Hs,PONZA BUOY/Hs,ECMWF
(m)

Hs,POINT O/Hs,ECMWF
(m)

<0.5 1.04 1.06
0.5–0.75 1.75 1.77
0.75–1 1.47 1.50

1–2 1.41 1.43
2–3 1.35 1.37
3–4 1.21 1.36

Mean 1.37 1.42

It is possible to note that for calm conditions (Hs < 0.5 m), the datasets are very similar. The highest
discrepancy was found for 0.5 m < Hs < 0.75 m, where values of Hs recorded by the Ponza wave buoy
(point O, respectively) were on average 1.75 times (1.77, respectively) higher than those reported for
the E3 hindcast data. The overall mean discrepancy between the Ponza buoy and the ECMWF data
was 1.37, while between point O and ECMWF, it was 1.42. A comparison of the wave height time series
obtained from the different datasets is highlighted in Figure 3.
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The bulk of these differences can be attributed to the dissimilar measurement conditions.
The smaller sampling frequency for the hindcast data involves peak attenuation, acting as a band-pass
filter and smoothing the signal. The underestimate of the ECMWF data was previously highlighted
within the WW-Medatlas projects [28]. Moreover, through intercomparison with NCEP (National
Centers for Environmental Prediction) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis [26] and with wave buoy
data, the lowest values of energy in the ECMWF points were detected, especially in the highest power
class (e.g., [6,10,27,36]). Hence, the use of the ERA-Interim dataset could be considered adequate for
slightly conservative wave power potential and studying long-term variations in wave height [10] but,
at the same time, should be examined carefully during detailed resource assessments or for arriving at
the design wave condition or to build a detailed nearshore wave model. The main parameters of the
wave climate at each grid point are reported in Table 4.
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Table 4. Main wave climate parameters (based on 39-year average) at ECMWF grid points.

Point Hs,mean
(m)

Tm, mean
(s)

θ, mean
(◦)

Pmean
(kW/m)

E1 0.64 4.43 222.63 2.19
E2 0.77 4.71 229.82 2.94
E3 0.65 4.43 222.62 2.19
E4 0.67 4.55 237.02 2.49
E5 0.85 4.86 235.25 3.77
E6 0.79 4.83 237.98 3.69
E7 0.74 4.69 242.95 2.91
E8 0.69 4.68 240.89 2.56
E9 0.95 4.87 238.58 4.73

E10 0.95 4.87 238.59 4.11
E11 0.86 4.72 249.12 4.11
E12 0.75 4.70 254.91 3.13

A tentative contour map (based on interpolation of power rate at 12 grid points) has been provided
in Figure 4, where wave power isolines are depicted, ranging from 2.5 to 5 kW/m.
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Figure 4. The 18-year averaged energy flux for the 12 ECMWF grid points and contour lines of the
estimated mean wave power flux per unit crest on the central and southern Tyrrhenian Sea.

2.2. Study Site and Nearshore Wave Instrumentation

The nearshore study site is represented by the Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay, located within the Gulf of
Naples, a natural semi-enclosed embayment within the Gulf of Pozzuoli (also known as the Gulf of
Puteoli). Its mean depth is ca 60 m, with a maximum depth of 110 m and a surface area of 33 kmq.

Due to the proximity to the city of Naples, the whole area historically represents one of the best
studied coastal areas of the Mediterranean Sea [99].

Thanks to the presence of the Stazione Zoologica “Anton Dohrn” (SZN) since 1872, marine
investigations have been carried out for more than a century and half [100]. Recently, two Monitoring
and Environmental Data Units (MEDA) of the SZN have been installed in the Gulf of Naples and in
the Gulf of Pozzuoli (Figure 5). These MEDA units are mainly used for the chemical, biological and
environmental monitoring of the marine ecosystem and both are equipped with an ADCP [61]. This
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shallow marine area is also famous, as it is the most highly active volcanic district in the coastal zone
of SW Italy [101]. The geographical coordinates and water depth for MEDA A (Gulf of Pozzuoli) and
MEDA B (Gulf of Naples) are indicated in Table 5. Close to MEDA B, a DWSD wave buoy (DWSD-B
hereafter), provided by the University of Campania, was installed during a field campaign which
took place from May to June 2016 [93]. Instead, in the period of February–March 2017, a DWSD buoy
(DWSD-A) was placed close to MEDA A.
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Table 5. Geographical information of MEDA units.

Point Latitude Longitude Depth

MEDA A 40◦49.668’ N 14◦13.984’ E 19.0
MEDA B 40◦48.550′ N 14◦09.300’ E 17.5
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2.2.1. Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler

The ADCPs used for the test campaign are one of the most widely used instruments in
oceanographic research for measuring the wave velocity profile. Such instruments are also able
to provide wave information. ADCP-A and ADCP-B are part of the aforementioned MEDA A and
MEDA B, respectively. The ADCP (Figure 6) is a bottom-mounted upward-looking instrument which
takes the measurements of the waves basically using three independent techniques.
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Figure 6. Stazione Zoologica “Anton Dohrn” (SZN) instruments: (a) MEDA A; (b) MEDA B; (c) acoustic
Doppler current profilers (ADCPs).

The first method is wave measuring using the basic principle of Doppler shifting to evaluate the
orbital velocities of waves, ensonifying the entire water column along four inclined beams. The orbital
velocity measured by the ADCP along each distant beam provides information above the directional
and non-directional wave spectrum. In addition to wave orbital velocity measurement, the ADCP also
measures the non-directional spectra through echo ranging (surface track) and bottom pressure with a
pressure transducer, providing redundant measurements of wave height and water depth.

In Tables 6 and 7, the ADCP specification and the parameters used for the spectral analysis are
described. Details of the ADCP wave measurements are described in [102–106].

Table 6. ADCP configuration.

Time between Full Ensemble Records (15 min)

Frequency (600 kHz)
Size of the depth cell (50 cm)

Number of bins in the current profile (49 bins)
ADCP altitude above bottom (50 cm)

Number of beams (4 beams)

Table 7. The spectral analysis parameters of the ADCP.

Frequency band width (0.0078 Hz)
Maximum upper cutoff frequency (0.5 Hz)

Sea-swell transition frequency (0.11 Hz)
Minimum lower cutoff (0.039 Hz)

Number of direction frequency bands (128 bands)
Number of frequency bands (128 bins)
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2.2.2. Directional Wave Spectra Drifter-Derived Wave Buoy

The DWSD buoy uses the GPS sensor package in order to measure w(t), u(t) and v(t), which
represent respectively the vertical, horizontal E-W and horizontal S-N buoy velocity components, from
changes in the frequency of the GPS signal [86,93,107,108]. The measurements are made for a 17 min
long sample of u(t), v(t) and w(t) every hour, divided into overlapping 4-min segments with 1 Hz
of sampling frequency. The power spectral density, co-spectra and quadrature-spectra parameters
are derived from a Fourier transform of the correlation functions related to each pair of the three
aforementioned signals, giving the first five independent Fourier coefficients (a0, a1, a2, b1, b2) and thus
the wave spectra for each hourly sea state. For each measured sea state, the three velocity components,
the computed first five Fourier coefficients and the main wave data parameters are transmitted in real
time through the Iridium satellite system. All these wave data, including data on battery voltage and
the pressure, temperature and humidity of the hull, are accessible in real time from a dedicated website.

The DWSD buoy (Figure 7) has a simple spherical geometry with a diameter of 0.39 m and weight
of 12 daN, reducing in this way the installation and maintenance costs, being very easy to handle and
to install.
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2.3. Wave Propagation and Model Calibration

In order to consider the intricate variations in wave energy density occurring from offshore of
the Gulf of Naples to the Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay, the nearshore energetic patterns have been studied
by means of the numerical suite MIKE 21 SW spectral wave model, developed by DHI Water and
Environment [109]. The model takes into account the effects of refraction and shoaling due to varying
depths and local wind generation and energy dissipation due to bottom friction and wave-breaking, and
it has been validated by comparison with data from buoys and satellites by several authors [8,110–113].
Moreover, several scientific papers (e.g., [114–117]) discussed the overall satisfactory agreement
between MIKE 21 SW and SWAN, TOMAWAC and STWAVE. In particular, Ilia and O’Donnell [118]
found that both MIKE 21 SW and SWAN were largely consistent in their observations during storms,
even if MIKE 21 SW predicted some of the storm peaks slightly better than SWAN. Therefore, the results
from this study can be of interest for applications with other spectral wave models.

The basic equations in the model are derived from the conservation equation for the spectral wave
action density Z, based on the approach proposed by the authors of [119]. In fact, in the presence
of currents, wave action is conserved whilst the wave energy is not [120]. The source/sink term that
represents all physical processes which generate, dissipate or redistribute energy, Stot, can be written as:

Stot = Sin + Ssur f + Sdw + Sbot + Snl (5)
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where Sin represents the energy transfer from wind to waves, Ssurf is the dissipation of wave energy
due to depth-induced breaking, Sdw is the dissipation of wave energy due to whitecapping, Sbot is the
dissipation due to bottom friction and Snl is the energy transfer due to non-linear triad (three-wave)
interactions. The following approaches/models are used in the model:

• for the wave bathymetric breaking, the formulation proposed by Battjes and Janssen [121];
• the formulation of Kofoed-Hansen and Rasmussen [122] for bottom friction dissipation;
• the Komen et al. [123] dissipation model for whitecapping;
• the triad-wave interaction is modeled using the simplified approach proposed by Eldeberky and

Battjes [124,125];
• for Snl parameterization, the discrete interaction approximation developed by Hasslmann et al. [126].

Operatively, the models compute the evolution of Z by solving the action balance equation [127],
which in the Cartesian co-ordinates can be written as:

∂Z
∂t

+∇x,y
[(

Cg + U
)
Z
]
+

∂
∂σ

(CσZ) +
∂
∂θ

(CθZ) =
Stot

σ
(6)

where Z = V/σ, V being the variance density and σ the relative angular frequency, θ is the mean wave
direction measured clockwise from true north, Cg is the group velocity, U is the current velocity vector
and Cσ and Cθ are the propagation velocities in spectral space (σ,θ). The left-hand side of the above
equation represents the local rate of change of the wave energy density, propagation in geographical
space and shifting of frequency and refraction due to the spatial variation of the depth and current.

For wave propagation over slowly varying depths h, σ can be written by means of the linear
dispersion relation

σ =
√

g k tanh(kh) (7)

in which k is the wave number.
The magnitude of the group velocity Cg is given by

Cg =
∂σ
∂k

=
1
2

[
1 +

2kh
sin h(2kh)

]√
g
h

tan h(kh) (8)

The implicit assumption of these equations is that properties of the medium (water depth and
current) as well as the wave field itself vary on time and space scales that are much larger than the
variation scales of a single wave.

The model takes into account diffraction by using the approximation proposed by Holthuijsen
et al., [128], based on the revised version of the mild slope equation model of Berkhoff [129] that was
proposed by Porter [130].

It is worth noting that the source functions Sin, Snl and Sds in MIKE 21 SW are similar to the source
functions implemented in the WAM Cycle 4 model [131,132]. The latter provides the basis for the
ECMWF wave hindcast dataset [16,133,134]. One of the main restrictions of the model is that when
propagation leads to waves moving nearly parallel and close to the coast, there is an unrealistic loss
of energy caused by the large second-order diffusion error [135]. In this case, moreover, the main
assumption that the source integration time step has to be shorter than or equal to the propagation
time step is at fault. Hence, an intrinsic sensibility to direction can be detected, representing a warning
if significant diffraction-reflection conditions can be found.

The model solves the governing equation by means of finite element-type methods to discretize
geographical and spectral space. A parameterization of the conservation equation in the frequency
domain is performed by introducing the zeroth and the first moment of the action spectrum as
dependent variables.

The computational domain was discretized using an unstructured grid with meshes based on
linear triangular elements (Figure 8) and performed using the cell-centered finite volume method.
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The seabed was performed by interpolating at the grid nodes the information provided by the General
Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) database [136]. The grid resolution was assumed to be
variable linearly between the maximum depth to 150 m for depths in the range of 500 m to 100 m.
Constant values of 150 m and 1000 m of the grid resolution have been assumed for water depth
shallower than 100 m and deeper than 500 m, respectively.
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Figure 8. Zoom on the Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay with focus on the computational mesh implemented in
MIKE 21 SW:

The wave model was run as forced wave-by-wave with data from the ECMWF internal WAve
Model (WAM) with the ERA-Interim dataset related to source point E3. The basic data necessary to
fulfill the offshore requirements are the significant wave height (Hm0), mean wave period (Tm) and
mean wave direction (θ), provided by 6-h hindcast wave data. Wave power series was calculated
from the resulting dataset provided by the transformation model. For natural sea states, where waves
are random in height and period (and direction), the spectral parameters have to be used. The wave
energy flux can be defined as:

P = ρg
∫ 2π

0

∫
∞

0
Cg( f , h)S( f ,θ)d f dθ (9)

where % is the sea water density, S(f,θ) denotes the 2D wave spectrum as a function of the spectral wave
frequency f and mean wave direction θ and Cg(f,h) denotes the wave group velocity, expressed by
Equation (8).

2.3.1. First Step: Triple Collocation

Although a phase-decoupled approach is employed in order to reproduce the qualitative behavior
of changes and spatial redistribution in the wave direction, when significant diffraction conditions
are detected (e.g., in front of reflecting obstacles like rocky coasts), a Boussinesq-type model is
required. However, due to the large extension of the spatial domain and the large wave dataset
and computing effort normally required for the computation of diffraction in arbitrary geophysical
conditions, a different approach was applied in the present study. Taking into account the way in
which MIKE 21 SW solves the equations, better results are normally obtained with waves that are
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parallel to one of the coordinate axes or (if just one boundary is used to force the model) perpendicular
to the offshore boundary from which the input waves are coming [137]. Therefore, the input open
boundary should be placed so that the main wave direction is orthogonally aligned. Looking to a
large scale, the exchanges between the Gulf of Naples and the Tyrrhenian Sea occur along the Bocca
Grande, the main aperture of the gulf between Ischia and Capri. Considering that Bocca Grande
opens to the west into the Mediterranean Sea and the bulk of the waves are provided by westerly
waves [5], firstly, the open boundary of the numerical domain was orthogonally aligned along the
220◦ N direction. For convenience, we will call this domain M220◦. Under this domain, the numerical
model was forced with the hindcast data by ECMWF (grid reference point E3). Since two sources of
direct meausurement of the “physical truth” (with certain systematic deviations and random errors)
are available (i.e., ADCP-B and DWSD-B datasets), the search for the best set of model parameters
(breaking parameter, bottom friction and white capping) was iteratively obtained by firstly applying a
triple collocation procedure. This is the singularity of the present study, for which the third dataset is
not univocally defined: the triple collocation is not used just for error estimation purposes but to help
the search for the best calibration.

The term “triple collocation” indicates a methodology used to characterize systematic biases and
random errors in satellite observations, model fields and in situ measurements. It attempts to segregate
the measurement uncertainties, spatial and temporal representation and sampling differences in the
different datasets by an objective method [137,138]. A frequent and often biased assumption is that all
errors are due to the system that is being tested against a reference system, that is in turn assumed
perfect. In this vein, Stoffelen [38] also refers to the biases associated with regression and with error
distributions. These issues cannot be clearly resolved in dual comparisons, as scatter will be caused
simultaneously by all the above issues for both observing systems, and there is no clear objective way to
assign errors to one or the other [139]. In triple collocation, instead, three (ideally) independent datasets
are brought together, so that three scatter plots can be made. Focusing on the specific application
to coastal engineering, and referring to studies provided by Robertson et al. [45], Muraleedharan et
al. [42] and McColl et al. [46], the technique needs the assumption of a linear relationship between the
measured value and true value. The following equation can be considered:

Xi = αi + βiT + ei (10)

where the Xi (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are collocated measurement systems linearly related to the true underlying
value T with additive random errors ei, respectively. The terms αi and βi are unknown calibration
parameters representing bias and the linear calibration coefficient (i.e., the ordinary least squares
intercepts and slopes, respectively).

Given that the true value T is unknown, this method requires that one of the datasets is defined
as the reference. However, as noted by Janssen et al. [40], the choice of T does not affect the results.
The ADCP-B dataset was defined as the reference dataset; hence, its α and β will be set to 0 and
1, respectively.

The first step removes α from the datasets by introducing the following new variables:

X′i = Xi − αi (11)

A new set of equations, without T, result from inserting (11) into (10). The uncertainty term e in
(10) can be modified to:

X′′i − T =
X′i
βi
− T =

ei
βi

= e′′i (12)

By calculating the difference between any two of above equations, the true value can be eliminated,
obtaining the following:

X′′1 −X′′2 = e′′1 − e′′2
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X′′3 −X′′2 = e′′3 − e′′2 (13)

X′′1 −X′′3 = e′′1 − e′′3

Assuming the errors from the independent sources have zero mean and are uncorrelated with
each other and with T, error terms can then be calculated by multiplying any of the two equations
above, introducing the mean values:

(X′′1 −X′′2 )
(
X′′3 −X′′2

)
=

(
e′′1 − e′′2

)(
e′′3 − e′′2

)
=

(
e′′2

)2

(X′′1 −X′′3 )
(
X′′2 −X′′3

)
=

(
e′′1 − e′′3

)(
e′′2 − e′′3

)
=

(
e′′3

)2
(14)

(X′′1 −X′′3 )
(
X′′1 −X′′2

)
=

(
e′′1 − e′′3

)(
e′′1 − e′′2

)
=

(
e′′1

)2

Then, according to Janssen et al., [40], it is possible calculate the linear calibration coefficient for
the X2 and X3 datasets (the DWSD-B datasets and the numerical output, respectively, in the present
study). It can be calculated as:

β2 =

−B2 +

√
B2

2 − 4A2C2

2A2

 (15)

β3 =

−B3 +

√
B2

3 − 4A3C3

2A3

 (16)

where A2 = r2X′1X′2, r2 = e1/e2, B2 = X′1
2 − r2X′2

2, C2 = X′1X′2, and A3 = r3X′1X′3, r3 = e1/e3,

B3 = X′1
2 − r3X′3

2, C3 = X′1X′3.
Hence, the bias is calculated as:

α2 = X2 − β2X1 (17)

α3 = X3 − β3X1 (18)

assuming as initial values for the iterative method that α2 = α3 = 0 and β2 = β3 = 1. The iterative
process ends when either of the bias, beta or error variance converge [45]. For this study, convergence
was based on the error variance.

Operatively, the triple collocation procedure has been repeated several times with different
numerical outputs (X3) obtained each time after arbitrary modification of model parameters. It was
assumed, in particular, that the calibration of the numerical output was achieved when the error
variance estimated by means of the triple collocation between X3 and X2 and X3 and X1 were both
smaller than the error variance between X1 and X2.

For the qualitative evaluation of the comparison results, statistical indicators such as bias and root
mean square error (RMSE) were used. These parameters are defined as:

Bias
(
Xi, X j

)
=

1
N

∑N

n=1

(
x j,n − xi,n

)
(19)

RMSE
(
Xi, X j

)
=

√√√
1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
x j,n − xi,n

)2
(20)

where x j and xi (i,j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i,j) indicate the wave parameters at the n-th hourly sea state, respectively,
measured by the DWSD buoy, the ADCP or provided by numerical runs, and N is the total number
of hourly sea states considered for the field test campaign. The notation is such that capital letters
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represent random variables, and lower-case letters represent realizations of random variables. We also
may derive the bivariate correlations between the measurement sources as:

Γ =
COV

(
Xi, X j

)
σXiσx j

(21)

obtained by defining the second-order quantities that are estimable directly from sample measurements,
i.e., the covariance, COV(Xi,Xj), and the standard deviation, σ, of two datasets.

The key benefits of the first step can be summarized as follows:

• firstly, qualitative evaluations of the input time series amount to cheap and almost instantaneous
forward runs of a pretrained network of direct measurements;

• secondly, fast and accurate approximations of numerical output with respect to the model
parameters returns, since short recordings by DWSD-B and ADCP-B are taken into account.

These benefits, used together under the triple collocation technique, allow for an efficient
rough calibration.

2.3.2. Second Step: Ensemble of Multiple Runs

The small gulf of Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay represents a sub-basin in the northwestern end of the Gulf
of Naples. Water exchange occurs between Pozzuoli Bay and the Gulf of Naples through a section
that is 100 m deep and 2 km wide. Considering its wave sector, in addition to M220◦, the other four
different offshore boundary orientations have been applied (M180◦, M240◦; M260◦; M280◦), as shown
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Bathymetry implemented for each boundary orientation: (a) model M180◦; (b) model M220◦;
(c) model M240◦; (d) model M260◦; (e) model M280◦.

The main idea was that the model results coming from M220◦ can be improved by weighing
the contributions of each sub-model. Hence, equal numbers of wave sectors from the whole offshore
dataset have been propagated within the respective oriented model, as explained in Table 8. In other
words, the 1-year wave time series was divided into five sub-series, collecting waves by the five
directional ranges. The angular width of such wave sectors is not equal but is chosen concurrently,
considering that the morphological characteristics of the bay and offshore directional wave rose.
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Table 8. Geographical information of nearshore study sites.

Name of the Model Wave Sector

M180◦ From 0◦ N to 190◦ N
M220◦ From 190◦ N to 220◦ N
M240◦ From 220◦ N to 250◦ N
M260◦ From 250◦ N to 270◦ N
M280◦ From 270◦ N to 360◦ N

At their first run, the set of model parameters found for M220◦ was considered. The procedure is
synthesized in the scheme reported in Figure 10.

The whole dataset of resulting wave patterns obtained by means of the multi-domain procedure
can be seen as not significantly affected by neglecting diffraction (i.e., not significantly different in
comparison to adopting a diffraction model using just five scenarios along the mean five directions).

The calibration of each domain has been carried out, comparing the numerical results of a 1-year
wave time series at the control point corresponding to the DWSD-A location, focusing only on waves
coming from the reference wave sector. Then, the search for the optimal tuning parameters was carried
out iteratively.

Concerning this iterative operation, it is of significative importance that an enhancement factor is
introduced into the input series. In fact, after a first run for all the five boundary orientations, a sort of
large bias was detected. Even if a calibration in phase one was carried out, the gross error remained
too high, especially for larger wave heights. This discrepancy was not found when the geographically
transposed dataset (at point O) was used to force the numerical model. Therefore, in order to use
the ECMWF dataset (with the advantage of 40 years of continuous wave data), a rough correction
parameter had to be applied (i.e., the enhancement factor) and then the finer calibration procedure
could be applied. As previously highlighted, the use of a reanalysis product (the ERA-Interim dataset)
as input for the numerical model leads to a general underestimation of the wave height. Considering
that these differences can be attributed mainly to the dissimilar measurement conditions, an estimation
of the discrepancies between ECMWF and IWN buoy records (the one at Ponza buoy and at point O,
by transposition) is available in Section 2.1.1. In this work, the value of 1.42 (see Table 3) has been
applied to amplify the wave height time series at point E3. The amplification factor was not necessary
in the first step. This can be attributed to the small range of wave heights collected at MEDA B. As
highlighted in Section 2.1.1, no relevant differences between reanalysis and direct measurements were
detected for Hm0 < 0.75 m.

Finally, the resulting five numerical series were assembled in order to reconstruct the 1-year
nearshore dataset. The main information for the assemblage was represented by the offshore wave
direction provided at point E3. The logic description of the assemblage algorithm is reported in
Appendix A.
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3. Results

3.1. DWSD Buoy Compared to the ADCP

Figure 11a shows the time series of the significant wave height Hm0 measured by the two wave
instruments, presenting very good agreement considering the very different instrumental techniques
that were used. It can be noted that the time series plot between the DWSD-B and ADPC-B looks very
similar, without any significant deviation, especially when the significant wave height exceeded 0.5 m.
In Figure 11b, the comparative analysis of the significant wave height clearly shows a good correlation
between the simultaneous buoy data and the ADCP, with a bias of 0.038 m, RMSE of 0.07 m and a
correlation coefficient R of 0.96. Such a strong agreement between two wave sensors of totally different
natures confirms the high quality of this cheap DWSD. For practical coastal engineering applications,
sea states with values of Hm0 lower than 0.50 m are in many cases considered as calm conditions.
If only the sea states greater than this threshold are considered in the comparison between DWSD
and ADCP, then the results show excellent correlation, with a bias of of 0.011 m and RMSE of 0.05 m.
The wave height correlation coefficient between sources is Γ = 0.87.
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After the implicit validation between ADCP and the DWSD buoy was obtained, the M220° MIKE 
21 model was calibrated. The breaking parameter, bottom friction and white capping were tuned in 
order to provide better wave predictions. In the present work, the iterative procedure ends when the 
bias related to Hs between numerical output and DWSD buoy is less than the one between ADCP-B 
and DWSD-B (i.e., <0.038). In particular, a bias = 0.03 m was reached. 

Figure 11. (a) Data series of the significant wave height Hm0 between DWSD-B buoy and ADCP-B (from
12 May to 18 May 2016); (b) comparison of the significant wave height Hm0 between the two instruments.

The correlation of the peak period Tp between the ADCP-B and the DWSD-B is shown in
Figure 12a. The peak period considered in the analysis refers to the peak related to the wind–sea spectra
(0.11 Hz < f < 0.49 Hz). The results of peak periods show some small differences between the two
instruments, mainly when the calculated wave spectra have multiple peaks in the wind sea frequency
range (0.11 Hz < f < 0.49 Hz), of approximately equal magnitude, leading to some difficulties in the
correct evaluation of the Tp. Small stochastic effects may easily modify the spectral peak, yielding a
slightly different peak period. Figure 12b shows the comparison of the peak period for each sea state,
showing a bias of −0.1 sec and an RMSE for the 1.1 section.
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(from 12 May to 18 May 2016); (b) comparison of the peak period Tp between the two instruments.

3.2. Triple Comparison

After the implicit validation between ADCP and the DWSD buoy was obtained, the M220◦ MIKE
21 model was calibrated. The breaking parameter, bottom friction and white capping were tuned in
order to provide better wave predictions. In the present work, the iterative procedure ends when the
bias related to Hs between numerical output and DWSD buoy is less than the one between ADCP-B
and DWSD-B (i.e., <0.038). In particular, a bias = 0.03 m was reached.
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Figure 13 shows a brief time series of the different datasets. The original ECMWF dataset (without
the enhancement factor) is depicted. It is worth noting that the available data for triple comparison
are few and, in particular, the range of measured wave height is between 0.4 m and about 1 m. This
reinforces the need for a second stage of calibration.
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Figure 13. Observed and modeled time series of hourly averaged wave height. The observed time
series of 6-hourly averaged wave height at the ECMWF grid point E3 (offshore of Gulf of Naples) is
also reported.

It is also important to note the smoothed signal for the hindcast data and, hence, the numerical
model, due to the smaller sampling frequency. By means of the small arrows in Figure 13, we also
reported the offshore wave direction at point E3, which ranged between 232◦ N to 274◦ N. It can be
noted that for waves coming from 230◦–250◦ N, the numerical model fits very well with the direct
measurements (in this vein, it could be seen as the envelope curve for those time series). On the other
hand, when the direction became higher than 250◦–255◦ N, the error significantly increased. This
evidence corroborates the use of a multi-domain approach in order to overcome the intrinsic limits of
the numerical model in relation to diffraction issues.

3.3. Final Calibration

According to the main wave direction, the five numerical domains were run. The second step
of the calibration procedure was obtained by comparing the numerical output with the records at
the DWSD buoy located at MEDA A. Unfortunately, during the working period of the Buoy-A,
the ADCP-A did not record any data due to malfunction. A unique time series from the five datasets
has been re-constituted.

Figure 14 shows the comparison between the ensemble of numerical runs as reconstituted by
the five numerical domains and the Buoy-A and related to 1 year of data. This period, however, is
not a consecutive time, but it was reconstituted considering the available period of measurements at
ADCP-A. In other words, the fictitious 1-year ADCP-A time series was built by linking the following
timeslots: 1 May 2016–30 November 2016, 1 December 2017–8 March 2018, 22 March 2017–27 April
2017. Obviously, for the numerical runs, the same temporal windows from the hindcast data were used.
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Figure 14. Comparison of time series obtained with the ensemble numerical runs, buoy records at
MEDA A and ECMWF data for the reference point E3.

The results related to 1 year are graphically represented with polar diagrams, assembled in
Figure 15. The wave rose of Figure 15a shows that the 1-year predominant offshore waves are the ones
coming from WNW to WSW. Depending on the system morphology, the wave rose measured at the
ADCP-A (Figure 15b) undergoes a radical transformation, both in predominant direction and wave
energy. The comparison between ADCP-A and wave climate obtained by using a single numerical
domain (i.e., M220◦, in Figure 15c) shows some differences.

The loss of directional information is noticeable for all wave height classes, resulting in an
unrealistic predominant wave direction (210◦–225◦ N): the occurrence frequency of these waves is
about 48%.

The ensemble numerical runs (Figure 15d) and the energy flux from each wave class are consistent
with the ADCP-A measurements and the relationship between one wave sector and another is well
evidenced. As highlighted in Figure 14, the smaller sampling frequency (6-h) for the numerical model
leads to lower peak values and to a reinforcement of the lowest wave height class (i.e., <0.25 m),
which also occurs if the enhancement factor for the input dataset is applied. If a moving average filter
(spanning 6 h) is applied to the 1-year ADCP-A measurements in order to have a time series with the
same sampling frequency of the numerical ensemble, an excellent correlation can be found, with a bias
of 0.009 m and an RMSE of 0.52 m. The main wave climate parameters and main statistics obtained for
the various sources are reported in Table 9.

The results shown as the mean energy flux at MEDA A are not negligible, in contrast with the
intricate morphology of the Bagnoli-Coroglio Bay.

A tentative wave energy flux density contour map is shown along the analyzed coastline in
Figure 16. It is stressed that the mean wave power is able to provide its effect up to the outer surf zone.
The explanation is straightforward: when the wave front is parallel to the bathymetry and, in particular,
if a favourable funnel shape of the coast is recognizable, the main phenomenon governing the wave
transformation is energetic refraction, and shoaling could be easily recognized as an energy-conserving,
non-dissipative mechanism. This effect could in part explain the validity of the results even though a
Boussinesq-type model was not used.
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Figure 15. Wave rose referenced to different wave height classes (in legend) and related to the fictitious
1-year period for: (a) ECMWF grid point E3; (b) ADCP at MEDA A; (c) numerical model by using
M220◦ only; (d) reconstituted time series by the five numerical domains.

Table 9. Wave statistics obtained for the various sources.

ECMWF Ensemble ADCP

Hs Hs Hs
(m) (m) (m)

Mean 0.62 0.38 0.39
Median 0.45 0.24 0.26

Max 3.95 2.96 3.27
Min 0.07 0.00 0.00

Standard deviation 0.5 0.41 0.38

Tp Tp Tp
(s) (s) (s)

Mean 5.14 4.54 5.47
Median 4.94 4.55 5.4

Max 10.33 10.16 28.1
Min 1.96 0.23 0.00

Standard deviation 1.71 2.61 2.27
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Table 9. Cont.

ECMWF Ensemble ADCP

θ θ θ

(◦) (◦) (◦)

Mean 234.39 201.7 198.65
Median 262.39 202.21 203.00

Max 359.98 359.02 359.00
Min 0.03 0.00 0.00

Standard deviation 77.07 35.99 35.72

P P P
(kW/m) (kW/m) (kW/m)

Mean 1.73 0.93 0.96
Median 0.4 0.09 0.13

Max 67.88 33.95 43.19
Min 0 0 0

Standard deviation 4.18 2.70 2.80
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4. Additional Considerations and Future Perspectives

Waves are a concentrated form of solar energy. This energy flows through the Earth’s climate
system, and its components respond. The response (change in energy flow) usually has impacts
on other parts of the climate system. This is known as feedback. Such feedback can be positive (it
leads to reinforce a small change) or negative (it acts as a stabilizing force, pushing the system back
to its original state). In the context of climate assessment (also in the perspective of climate change
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detection), this has the opposite connotation: positive feedback destabilizes the system (which is
usually bad), while negative feedback acts against the perturbation [140]. Whereas several climate
factors have been classified as positive or negative feedback, storm waves and sea level rises are not
univocally defined. In the study of environmental restoration projects, like the one in Bagnoli-Coroglio
Bay, the identification of feedback is important in order to better understand the sensitivity of local
environmental parameters to changes. The authors of [141], in analyzing the impact of sea level rises
and storms along the U.S East Coast, stumbled across a variation in sea surface height associated with
the Gulf Stream. As is typical of many applications, wave climate changes sit in context with internal
variability and other local causes. The non-tidal condition for the Bagnoli-Coroglio area makes it
possible to avoid the influence of internal modes of variability in the atmosphere. Therefore, the results
of the present study may be assumed as the basis for building other models for “climate” purposes,
like those for sea level rises, water circulation and heat exchange at the water surface.

A second point concerns the effectiveness of the numerical model calibration by means of a short
(thus affordable and feasible) period of in situ buoy measurement. A heuristic explanation could be
that the available dataset respects the hypothesis of the representativeness of the sample, i.e., it is
adequate to the distribution of wave parameters. In this vein, it appears crucial that measurements
cover the majority of the wave height range. The fact that measurements at MEDA A were carried out
during an intense winter storm, in fact, has proven to be essential.

It is worth noting that, in the present study, a “true” triple collocation method (e.g., [39,41]) is not
possible due to the short overlap of time series at MEDA-B and lack of simultaneous measurements
from ADCP-A and DWSD-A.

However, the reliability of the DWSD buoy, its versatility and cost-effectiveness allows the
implementation of a sustainable global array of wave sensors that will support the validation of
satellite products and enhanced climatological studies, as well as providing an indispensable tool for
the calibration and validation of numerical models in coastal areas.

5. Conclusions

Any eco-restoration actions require a high level of accuracy in the assessment of the nearshore wave
patterns and in the definition of wave climate scenarios for the following decades. Due to this delicate
issue, the accuracy and reliability of the techniques and instrumentation used to define the waves are
crucial. The present study provides a non-conventional application of the multi-collocation method.
In fact, essentially due to a brief overlap of sea state observations carried out by the ADCP and the
DWDS buoy, a full triple collocation method is impossible to apply. However, the direct measurements
available at two different locations allowed, by means of a two-step strategy, the calibration of a
numerical model. In particular, during the second calibration phase, a nonparametric wave height
enhancement factor was required in order to achieve the best optimization of the numerical model.
The enhancement factor consists of an amplification of each value of the WAM dataset provided
by ECMWF. To estimate such an amplification, it was proposed as the assumption of the average
discrepancy observed between the WAM hindcast dataset at a point located offshore of the study
area and the time series, obtained by the transposition of the available offshore wave buoy records.
Then, the ECMWF time series was used as input for the numerical model. It was remarked that the
second step used a highly representative sample consisting of measurements collected in a period
experiencing a large range of significant wave height. Hence, the “need for speed” is by no means
limited to rough calibration, and the path of the two-step method exposed here moves in this direction.

To summarize, two main outcomes can be considered from this study:

1. the procedure here proposed, in which every sea state is subject to five (one for each grid model
orientation) numerical propagations by a simpler spectral wave model, allows researchers to reach
a good level of accuracy, similarly to a more time-consuming Boussinesq-type wave model which,
nowadays, represents a state-of-the-art modeling technique if a very detailed wave disturbance
in an enclosed coastal area needs to be explored;
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2. the effectiveness of numerical model calibration by means of a short period of direct measurement,
opening up opportunities to use low-cost GPS buoys. To bridge the gap of abundant direct
measurements in the sea from traditional wave buoy networks, the capability of GPS-buoy
clusters to provide data for assimilation, calibration and validation of both climate and weather
models could be optimally leveraged.

Specifically for the study area, the results shown were not negligible values of wave energy flux at
the study site, also if a significant variability of punctual wave power could be envisaged. The evaluation
of wave climate here presented would provide the opportunity for careful eco-engineering solutions
against storm control and for restoration purposes. In this vein, it is worth noting a first application
of the method to provide wave data for a source apportionment assessment of marine sediment
contamination in the study area [142]. Reliable nearshore wave assessment, in fact, makes it possible
to assess restoration practices from the perspective of projected medium/long term changes in sea
state characteristics; for instance, those stemming from climate change (both at global and local levels).
Future field campaigns will help to increase confidence in the technologies and in the approach
presented in this work.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains logic details about the algorithm used to assemble the five numerical runs.

Input

1. Sea states, S, datasets (in terms of triple significant wave height Hmo, peak period Tp, wave direction θ)
from the five numerical models (differing for the open boundary orientation) M180◦, M220◦, M240◦,
M260◦, M280◦, i.e., SM180◦ , SM220◦ , SM240◦ , SM260◦ , SM280◦ , respectively;

2. Original hindcast wave direction dataset from ECMWF grid point E3, θECMWF (expressed in degrees
measured clockwise from true north).

Result

• Ensemble dataset, SEN, of 1-year numerical runs with N = 1460 data (8760 h /6 h = number of
ERA-Interim data spanning 365 days at six-hour time slots).

Algorithm

For each n-th hourly sea state (n=1, . . . ,N)
if θECMWF,n ∈ ]0,190] then SEN,n = SM180◦,n
if θECMWF,n ∈ ]190,220] then SEN,n = SM220◦,n
if θECMWF,n ∈ ]220,250] then SEN,n = SM240◦,n
if θECMWF,n ∈ ]250,270] then SEN,n = SM260◦,n
if θECMWF,n ∈ ]270,360] then SEN,n = SM280◦,n
end
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